We examine the dynamic relation between return and volume of individual stocks in Russia and other emerging markets. In a simple model in which investors trade to share risk or speculate on private information, Llorente, Michaely, Saar, and Wang (2001) show that returns generated by risk-sharing trades tend to reverse themselves while returns generated by private information trades tend to continue themselves. We apply this theoretical framework to analyze the relation between daily volume and first-order return autocorrelation for individual stocks traded in Russia and other emerging markets. We find strong evidence of return continuation following high volume days, suggesting the presence of private information trading in emerging markets. Using corporate announcement data from Russia, we discover that the private information trading is especially strong around major corporate event dates. In addition, we find stocks in countries that enforce insider-trading law and provide better investor protection exhibit less private information trading. These results suggest a possible measure of "information asymmetry" for ranking emerging market stocks. 
Introduction
Several recent papers have investigated the impact of information asymmetry on foreign equity holdings. Brennan and Cao (1997) demonstrate that a disadvantage in information may help explain foreign investors' home bias. 2 Bhattacharya, Daouk, Jorgenson, and Kehr (2000) also
show that the presence of unrestricted insider trading has caused prices to fully incorporate firm information before its public release in Mexico. Bhattacharya and Daouk (2002) further discover that lack of prosecution of inside trading create a hazardous investment environment for foreign investors in emerging markets. This tends to scare away foreign investment and thus drive up cost of capital. They call for the development of methodology for ranking emerging stock markets in terms of their "market integrity," so that foreign investors could be warned against treacherous markets where insider trading is rampant.
This paper takes a small step towards the development of a measure of "information asymmetry" for emerging market stocks based on a dynamic volume-return model of Llorente, Michaely, Saar, and Wang (2001, LMSW thereafter) . The essence of the model is that intensive trading volume together with stock return autocorrelation can help us identify firms with high degree of speculative private information trading. In periods of high volume, stocks with a high degree of speculative trading tend to exhibit positive return autocorrelation and stocks with a low degree of speculative trading tend to exhibit negative return autocorrelation.
Using US data, LMSW show that the differences in the dynamics of returns and volume across stocks are closely associated with different degrees of information asymmetry. This paper extends their work to measure the degrees of information asymmetry in Russian as well as other emerging market stocks. Measuring information trading in emerging markets is interesting for several reasons. First of all, there is much less protection of shareholder rights, unequal treatment of foreign and domestic stockholders, lack of insider trading prosecution, and underdeveloped legal environment towards the regulations of financial markets. All these factors may lead to more private information trading compared to developed countries.
2 Albuquerque, Bauer and Schneider (2001) also develop a framework for characterizing asymmetric information in international equity markets. In addition, Bhattacharya, Daouk, and Walker (2001) point out that the practice of earnings management makes it harder for foreign investors to obtain relevant information about emerging market firms. They show that earnings management in a country is linked to a decrease in trading in the stock market of that country and is weakly linked to an increase in U.S. home bias towards that country.
Secondly, few countries have the kind of strong insider trading disclosure rules and enforcement as in the US. As a result, the investment public is often poorly informed of insider trading activity. While this paper has not developed a direct measure of insider trading in emerging markets, we believe that our measure of private information trading does contain an information on insider trading.
Russian market is of particular interest, because it is often considered one of the most opaque and hazardous markets in the world. Until recently, its legal environment was so murky that Russia was not even rated by many international rating agencies. It is a market where undisclosed insider trading is a real possibility and where superior information of insiders and local investors would be incorporated in stock prices through their trades. By applying the theoretical framework of LMSW to analyze the relation between daily volume and first-order return autocorrelation for individual stocks traded in Russia and other emerging markets, we find strong evidence of private information trading for a majority of Russian stocks and for a large percentage of emerging market stocks. Moreover, we find that speculative trading in Russian stocks is to some extent related to poor corporate governance.
Using corporate announcement data from Russia, we further discover that private information trading is especially strong around major corporate event dates. In addition, our results show that stocks in countries that enforce insider trading law and provide better investor protection exhibit less return continuation following high volume days.
We examine the robustness of our results along several dimensions. First, we decompose both the volume and return series into systematic and idiosyncratic components.
We find that the relation between information asymmetry and the influence of volume on the autocorrelation of returns remains when we remove the market-wide variations from the analysis. Second, we examine whether stocks exhibit less return continuation following high volume days after the introduction of ADR. This is to be expected, since the introduction of ADR makes it possible for informed traders to hide their trades in the different markets. Third, we try alternative econometric specifications of our tests and find that they do not change our results. Fourth, we show that our findings are not sensitive to alternative definitions of trading volume.
This paper also makes a methodological contribution to the private information literature by combining the traditional event study approach with LMSW regressions.
Traditionally, studies of private information (insider) trading use cumulative abnormal returns around event windows to measure the impact of private information on stock returns (see, for example, Bhattacharya, Daouk, Jorgenson, and Kehr (2000) and Banerjee and Eckard (2001) ).
The intuition behind our approach is that insiders and others with material information related to corporate event would exploit their information advantage by trading against uninformed outsiders. Thus, conditional on corporate event and high trading volume, we are more likely to observe return continuation when there is information asymmetry.
It is worth noting that our study does not provide a direct measure of insider trading.
Rather it measures the degree of speculative trading based on private information.
Conceptually, private information may come from two main sources, inside information and information derived from research by security analysts. As Bainbridge (2000) notes, insider trading is hard to measure empirically by the subject's illegality. The only source of data concerning legal trades is the trading reports filed by corporate insiders in the US but such stringent reporting seldom exists in emerging markets. While our study has shown a significant presence of private information trading in emerging markets, it does not necessarily mean the strong presence of insider trading. However, they do indicate a great deal of information asymmetry staked up against uninformed local and foreign investors.
The rest of the paper is organized into the following sections: Section II presents institutional details of the Russian market, its data source, our methodology and empirical results. Section III describes the data, methodology and empirical results using overall Emerging Markets. Section IV concludes.
The Study of the Russian Market
Our study concentrates on 28 large Russian stocks, which constitute about 93% of the market capitalization of all companies traded on the Russian Trading System (RTS). 3 RTS is the largest and the most active electronic trading system in Russia. Its purpose is to organize different segmented regional stock markets into one unified, coordinated system. All trading on 3 Although there are other stock exchanges in Russia such as Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange (MICEX), Moscow Stock Exchange (MSE) and number of regional exchanges, RTS provides most liquidity for the Russian market. For this reason we concentrate on the RTS stocks.
the RTS Stock Exchange is performed electronically. RTS is a universal automated screen based system, constituting both dealer-driven and order-driven markets. RTS traders input quotes in the system and trades are either agreed over the phone or the system matches orders according to a special algorithm to complete transactions. Over 90% of trades executed in the Russian Trading System are processed electronically. The RTS market index is value-weighted average index of 254 companies.
Most companies in our study come from three industries: oil and gas, telecommunications, and utilities. These industries, and oil and gas in particular, are the most important to Russian economy. In general, major companies of three aforementioned industries define the growth of Russian economy. Their stocks are the most liquid ones and represent the most market activity on the Russian Market. We do not include second tier stocks in the study because of illiquidity and missing data problem. 4 There are 23 common stocks, which represent 87% of Russian market capitalization, and 5 preferred stocks, which represent 6% of market cap. In addition, we include in the sample Russian gas giant Gasprom, which is traded Table 1A provides some characteristics of the common and preferred stocks used in the study. 4 Indeed, even first tier stocks are subject to this problem. For example, Yukos, one of the largest oil companies in Eastern Russia, had a trading halt for more than a year and a half. Federal Commission for Stock Market of Russia suspended Yukos' trading because of the absence of company's quarterly reports on stocks and accounts. During the same period RTS had to suspend trading of more than 100 stocks for the same reason. Illiquidity is also a serious issue in the financial markets of emerging countries, but we do not plan to address it in this paper. 5 For each stock we report sample period, RTS weights, mean and standard deviation of daily return, mean and standard deviation of daily raw turnover, and market capitalization as of November 1, 2001. Number of trading days differs dramatically from one company to another even within the first tier sample. Market capitalization of common stocks constitutes $48 billions. Market cap of preferred shares is a little more than $1 billion. One can compare Russian market capitalization to such companies as Sun Microsystems Inc., or Hewlett-Packard Co., whose market caps are $43 and $44 billion respectively.
Methodology
In this section, we begin by briefly introducing the LMSW model, in which investors trade for both hedging and information reasons. We use the model to demonstrate how the dynamic relation between return and volume depends on the information asymmetry between investors.
Since our goal here is just to establish the intuition behind our study, we will simply describe the economy and provide the theoretical results. Interested readers are referred to the original paper of LMSW.
The economy is defined on a discrete time sequence and there are two traded securities, a riskless bond and a stock. The bond is in unlimited supply at a constant non-negative interest rate. The stock's dividend D at the end of the time period is the sum of two components and :
. There are two classes of investors. Investors are identical within each class, but are different in their endowments and information. Both groups observe F , but group 1 has an information advantage of also observing G . LMSW measures the degree of information asymmetry using s . In addition, investors are also endowed with a non-traded asset with payoff N , and the random endowment being Z Investors maximize their expected utility over their next period wealth using a common exponential utility function conditional on their respective information set. All shocks to the economy are assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and constant variances. In addition, they are assumed to be mutually independent, except for the payoff to non-traded asset and dividend on the stock, which are correlated.
LMSW pointed out that the above model provides two important motives for trading: hedging risk and speculation on future returns by informed investors. Each investor holds the stock and the nontraded asset in his portfolio. Since the returns on the two assets are correlated, as his holding of the nontraded asset changes, each investor wants to adjust his stock positions to maintain an optimal risk exposure. This generates hedging trade in the model. On the other hand, some investors might have private information about future stock returns. As new private information arrives, they take speculative positions in the stock, which generates informational trade in the model. LMSW solve for the equilibrium stock price and trading volume by providing the following dynamic volume-return relationship:
(1)
LMSW point that "…price changes generated by speculative or allocational trading must be accompanied by high volume, but those generated by public news about payoffs do not. In other words, by conditioning on the current volume return pair, we can (imperfectly) identify trade-generated returns…. Based on those returns, we can further examine how they might predict future returns. When all trades are hedging trades, current returns together with high volume predict strong reversals in future returns." 6 This implies < 0. However, if speculative trades are more important, current returns together with high volume predict weaker reversals (or even continuation) in future returns, which implies a small negative C or even a positive . We estimate the above equation of LMSW, which asserts that in the absence of asymmetric information investors trade to hedge risk and, therefore, returns are more likely to reverse themselves. However, when the trades are speculative, returns tend to continue themselves. We identify trade-generated returns when we condition on current return and volume. We realize that there is a discrepancy between theoretical model and empirical analysis. Theoretical model of LMSW uses dollar returns per share and normalized volume, while we use log returns (because stock prices in emerging markets are not stationary) and detrended log turnover as in LMSW. To test the general form of the proposition, we first estimate "plain vanilla" regression:
6 See also Campbell, Grossman and Wang (1993) . 7 Here we will use private information trades and speculative trades interchangeably. 8 To be more precise, C increases with the degree of information asymmetry s .
G
9 See Harvey (1991 Harvey ( , 1995 and Bekeart and Harvey (1995, 2000) for various factors affecting expected returns in emerging markets. Lo and Wang (2000) provide theoretical justification for the reasoning of using daily turnover as a proxy for the trading volume of individual stocks. We found that daily time series of turnover are nonstationary, so we measure turnover in logs and detrend the series. Following LMSW, we change zero trading volume to a small constant 0.00000255 before taking logs. Moreover, we detrend resulting series by subtracting 20-day moving average. We have also tried 60-day and 120-day moving average, but in this case our series seem to show over-smoothing for RTS sample.
We also test dynamic volume-return relationship by using returns and turnover in excess of the market. In this way, we are able to remove market effect of the trade and concentrate on the idiosyncratic component of individual stock relation between return and volume. Market component in returns and turnover is associated with hedging trades while company-specific (idiosyncratic) component -with informational trade. In this way it is easier to discover the presence of informational trades. We do it by running the following regression:
We define market here as 254 companies traded on the Russian Trading System. Consistent with this definition, we define daily market return as continuously compounded return on RTSI index. As was noted before, RTSI index is value-weighted average of RTS stocks. We have constructed ourselves market volume as a value-weighted average of log turnovers of the stocks included into our study. Stock weights are assigned based on individual daily market capitalization. Our definition of market volume is motivated by the fact that our study includes the most liquid and active stocks of Russian market.
Theoretical part of the LMSW suggests that price changes generated by informational trade tend to continue on high trading volume days. In light of this, we examine relationship between volume and return around major corporate events. In this paper, we focus on the announcement and holding of Russian corporate meetings. They are important corporate events, because corporate ownership structure, board structure, control rights, and asset disposition are determined in those meetings. In addition, we include press conferences, which typically involve news on corporate scandals. We conjecture that private information trading tends to be heavy when some important news is expected to arrive on the market. While news is not revealed yet to uninformed traders, insiders already know it. Hence, they start trading a little before the major news comes to the market. To detect such informational trade, we have to define event window during which we expect the trading volume to be high. We define it as 10 days prior to the announcement of the corporate meeting, period between announcement date and effective date of the meeting, and 10 days after the effective date of the meeting. For each stock we create a corporate dummy variable , which is one when the date belongs to the event window of stock i, and zero otherwise. So, we estimate the following regression to measure information asymmetry during the event trading periods:
We have obtained data about corporate announcements and their dates from Bloomberg. We report the dates of events in Table 3A in Appendix. We also estimate the following regression, which accounts for overall market effect conditional on event trading periods:
Next, we study how the nature of trades changes after the introduction of American
Depositary Receipts (ADRs). This is an important part of the study because informational intermarket linkages affect the intensity of speculative trading. Domowitz, Glen, and Madhavan (1998) 
In this way we identify if the ADR introduction helps traders to hide their information trades or the market becomes more transparent. We conclude that in more transparent market it is more difficult to trade on private information. As a result, we should see the lower percentage of positive coefficients. If international cross-listing does not result in improved market liquidity, we will not see a structural break in the stock's trading.
C

Empirical Results
In this section we present empirical results of the implications of LMSW model. We report results of all the regressions described above.
Basic Test of the Dynamic Volume-Return Relation
For each stock in our sample, we estimate parameters C of equation (2). Table   1a reports results from regression (2) for these stocks. It reports estimated coefficients along with t-statistics for each stock, adjusted
R , and the number of observations available for each stock. We mainly concentrate on C coefficient, which captures the dynamic volume-return relationship. We find that 57% of C coefficients are positive and 25% are significantly different from zero at 5% level. On average, C coefficient is 0.020 for this sample. LMSW conjecture that larger stock's size is associated with its lower informational asymmetry and find this relationship for US stocks. They find that C is positive for small stocks and decreases as firm size increases. We find that it is not the case for Russian Market. The largest RTS "blue chips", Aeroflot, Gasprom, Lukoil, Yukos, Sibneft, Norilsk Nickel, and Unified Energy Systems (UES), all have significantly positive C coefficient. Thus, for the RTS sample, the interaction coefficient C is positive for large stocks as opposed to the finding of LMSW. Our study suggests that most Russian blue chips show the most speculative trading.
Still several large stocks have significantly negative C coefficients.
2 10 In addition to the presence of liquidity trading, there could be two other reasons for that. First is the illiquidity of the particular stock as measured by the large number of non trading days. For less liquid 10 Unlike LMSW, we do not perform a formal cross-sectional test of C on the proxy of informational asymmetry. The reason is that our sample is too small. This is a feature of Russian market, where the most trading is made on blue chips stocks, and the rest of the market is highly illiquid.
2 stocks, high trading volume is associated with a higher price impact and a larger subsequent return reversal than for more liquid stocks. Therefore, interactive coefficient should become more negative for relatively less liquid stocks. Another reason for negative coefficient is the ownership structure of the particular stock. Stocks that are mainly state-owned (not held by private investors) will not show a lot of private information trade, but mainly hedging trade. Table 4A in Appendix reports ownership structure of the stocks in RTS sample. For example, Mosenergo, one of the highly liquid utilities companies, has a significant negative coefficient. In fact, Mosenergo is 51% owned by UES, which is 51% state-owned as well.
Remove market factor from the analysis
Next we run the same regression using excess return and trading volume. By removing hedging trading effects associated with overall market movements, we expect to find a stronger evidence of speculative trading, since our analysis would remove those hedging trades that are due to portfolio rebalancing. As we mentioned in the methodology part, market return is continuously compounded return of the RTS index, and market volume is constructed as a value-weighted average turnover of the individual stock log turnovers. This definition of market turnover is advocated in Lo and Wang (2000) . Table 2a reports results for the regression (3): estimated coefficients along with t-statistics for each stock, adjusted 2 R , and the number of observations available for each stock. We observe that 64% have positive coefficients (as compared with 57% of positive C coefficients in regression (2)), and the share of significant positive coefficients increases to 35.7% from 25% (Table 1a) . We find that overlap between stocks with significant positive C is large if one compares results of regression (2) and (3) given in Tables 1a and 2a correspondingly. Moreover, we observe that companies subject to informational trade indicate even stronger evidence of informational trade after we remove market factor. For example, C coefficient for Gasprom increases from 0.104 to 0.192 with its t-statistic increasing from 3.661 to 7.918. Same effect we observe for Lukoil common stock, Purneftegaz, Sibneft, and Norilsk Nickel common stocks. Overall, we find that idiosyncratic part of the most liquid Russian stocks suggests heavy trading on private information. Note that average C coefficient increases to 0.049. Thus, the data confirms our expectation. 
Conditional on corporate events and international cross-listing
In this subsection we report results for regression (4), which measures information asymmetry during the event trading periods. Here we have included not only corporate meeting events but also all the press conferences on company-related news. In Russia, press conferences are usually quite significant events because they are often related to some scandalous news about the company that has a large impact on insider trading. Intuitively, if insiders have some corporate information before it is made public, then we could expect more speculative trades around corporate event dates. Table 3 reports results for regression (4):
estimated coefficients along with t-statistics for each stock, adjusted 2 R , and the number of observations available for each stock. On average, the C coefficient is up to 0.076. Also, the percentage of positive coefficients increases to 71% compared to "plain vanilla" regression (2) results, where only 57% of the interactive coefficients were positive. Thus, speculative trading is particularly strong during high volume events. Gasprom coefficient jumps from 0.104 to 0.206 and Aeroflot's coefficient increases from 0.107 to 0.137. In general, results of this regression support our hypothesis that major Russian "blue chips" show strong indication of speculative trading during event periods.
2
The above results are consistent with several other papers investigating the relation between dynamics of return and trading volume using US data (see Stickel, Verrecchia (1994) ). They find that when earnings announcements are accompanied by higher volume, returns tend to be positively correlated. Their results indicate that earnings announcements may generate a large amount of private information that lead to active speculative trading and return continuation.
We also measure information asymmetry during event trading periods by removing the market components. As shown in Table 4 , while the C coefficient is smaller on average (0.018) comparing to previous regressions, 75% of stocks have positive C coefficient, and 42.9% of the total are significantly positive. These results suggest that Russian stocks exhibit a strong firm level informational trading during event periods. Next we study how the ADR introduction impacts the degree of informational trading. Table 5 reports results for the regression (6). We do not see that ADR introduction changes the nature of trades dramatically. While on average C coefficient is 0.048, the percentage of positive C coefficients is still high (72%). However, there are only two stocks (Gasprom and Lukoil), which have significantly positive coefficient. Given the intuition provided in section 2.3.1 we claim that international cross-listing for Russian stocks only has taken a small step toward improving informational transparency of equity market, but there is little evidence that amount of private information trading decreased after ADR introduction. 
Private Information Trading and Corporate Governance
In this section we address the relation between the intensity of speculative trades and the rules regulating the behavior of the Russian firms' corporate insiders along governancerelated dimensions. Russian firms are of particular interest because Russian corporate and securities laws are weakly enforced, the cultural norms of corporate behavior of self dealing and outright looting are perceived as prevalent, and insiders do not need to develop a reputation for honesty so that their firms could sell shares to the public (most of the Russian companies went public via a government held privatization auction). We argue that the lower quality of corporate governance should be associated with the higher intensity of private information trading since one of the ways in which corporate insiders may benefit from the insider information is through trading on that information. Thus we expect that a measure of the corporate governance risk will be positively related to the degree of informational trading proxied by coefficient.
C
We use corporate governance risk ranking for Russian companies computed by the investment bank Brunswick UBS Warburg. 11 It rates corporate governance of Russian companies on a scale from 0 to 60, with higher numbers indicating higher level of corporate governance risk. We follow Black (2001a) in laying emphasis on that corporate governance risk in emerging markets shall be interpreted as a risk stemming predominantly from the risk associated with information disclosure and the risk of self-dealing rather than the risk that 11 The following are the risk categories included in the corporate governance risk rating of Brunswick UBS Warburg for Russian companies with the corresponding weights shown in brackets: Disclosure and transparency risk (23%), Dilution through share issuance risk (17%), Asset stripping and transfer pricing (17%), Dilution through Mergers or restructuring (17%), Bankruptcy risk (8%), Limits on foreign ownership (8%), Management managerial incentives may not be aligned with the interest of equity holders. 12 Black (2001b) sample consists of 20 companies of which 15 are included in our sample 13 . Thus we limit our cross-sectional analysis to only these companies, which account for 89.6% of the Russian market capitalization. We start with the correlation between the corporate governance risk ranking and C coefficient. The correlation with the plain vanilla C is 46.33%. The correlation of C coefficient (removed market component) and the corporate governance ranking is 33.06 %. We further consider the following regression specification:
The results are reported in Figure 1 and 2. The governance risk ranking is positively related to the intensity of private information trading. The relationship is statistically significant. For the second specification we use C 2 coefficients obtained after removing the market component. We obtain similar results. While we are aware of the possibility of a small sample bias in our regression results, our results at least suggest a possible relationship between corporate governance and private information trading.
Other Emerging Markets
We collect trading data for other emerging markets from Datastream. Information on the exchange rates has been retrieved from the S&P DRI Pro database. We have considered a large sample of emerging markets' stocks in our study. Countries included into our study are: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Greece, India, Indonesia, South Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, attitude towards shareholders (8%), Registrar risk (Registrar affiliated with the company) (2%). Notice that none of these components involves a firm's market value. 12 The risk of self-dealing may include the risk of dilution through share issuance, the risk of asset stripping and transfer pricing, the risk of dilution through mergers or restructuring, and the risk of bankruptcy 13 The companies included in our study are: Aeroflot, GAZ, Gazprom, Irkutskenergo, Lukoil, Mosenergo, Norilsk Nickel, Rostelecom, Sberbank, Severstal, Sibneft, Surgutneftegaz, Tatneft, Unified Energy Systems, and Yukos. The companies included in Black (2001b) sample are: Vimpelcom, Rostelecom, GAZ, Sun Interbrew, Mosenergo, Surgutneftegaz, Norilsk Nickel, Severstal, Aeroflot, Irkutskenergo, LukOil, United Energy Systems, Tatneft, Magnitogorsk, Sibneft, Sberbank, Gazprom, Yukos, Tomskneft, Samaraneftegaz, Yuganskneftegaz. The raw data is provided in the appendix.
Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Turkey, and Venezuela. For each country we take their respective market index constituents whenever they are available in Datastream and include them in our sample. For Argentina we have used the Merval Index Constituents, for Brazil -the Bovespa index, for Chile --IPSA selective index, etc. We then cross check the obtained sample with the constituent list of the IFC/ S&P index of investment grade companies for the above emerging markets. Overall we have a total of 977 stocks.
Market capitalization for each country and some basic statistics are reported in Appendix Table   2A . The sample period is from January 1, 1995 to November 1, 2001. This results in a total of 1785 daily observations on three variables: close price, number of shares traded, and the total number of shares outstanding for the selected stocks. 
Measuring Private Information Trading
We start with the LMSW regression (2) for return and volume. We define them the same way as in previous section for the RTS sample (see pg. 8). The results are presented in Table 1b . In 14 Because some stocks are subject to missing observations, the number of observations actually used in the study is less for these countries. Appendix Table 1b reports the average number of trading days for each country.
has the most developed financial market among emerging markets in our study. As a consequence, it shows the least private information trading in the tests.
It is worth noting that the total number of positive coefficients is misleading because some of the positive coefficients might be statistically insignificant. Thus in column 4 of Table   1b we report percentage of positive C coefficients that are statistically significant at the 5% level. coefficient is statistically significant and positive for 127 stocks or 13% of the whole sample. Considering the percentage of positive statistically significant coefficients C out of total number of stocks within the country, Indonesia has the highest percentage, 42%, while
Colombia has the lowest, 0%. and 93% (for India). Thus, the signs of C coefficients are very robust to the specification of trading volume. Overall, results of Table 1b indicate the presence of private information trades, the intensity of which varies across countries. Next, we consider specifications for return and volume that are free of the market component. We assume that market component in turnover reflects overall market information while the idiosyncratic part corresponds to trades based on private information related to the company. Thus, in a LMSW regression where we have removed the market component from return and turnover we expect the coefficient on volume-return pair to be positive and statistically significant. We find that the total number of positive C coefficients has increased from 397 (Table 1b) to 478 (Table 2b) 
The Determinants of Private Information Trading
We further analyze the cross-company and cross-country determinants of the sign and size of C coefficients. In particular, we address the linkage between the intensity of private information trades and several macro-indicators, such as the enforcement of insider trading laws, an index for the efficiency of the judicial system, an index for the risk of expropriation, and an index for the quality of accounting standards.
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The dummy variable for the enforcement of insider trading laws takes value of one for the corresponding country if the first prosecution under these laws has been conducted prior to or during the sample period of our study. 16 The efficiency index of the judicial system is the assessment of the legal system efficiency as it affects business, in particular, foreign We estimate cross-sectional regression of C using the above regressors: The results are reported in Table 6 , panel A. Coefficient C is inversely related to the insider trading laws enforcement, the efficiency of the judicial system, the quality of the accounting standards and positively related to the risk of expropriation. Thus, countries with no or little enforcement of their insider trading laws in place, inefficient judicial system, high risk of expropriation and low quality of the accounting standards are expected to have a higher C coefficient, indicating the tendency towards more private information trading. When we regress C coefficients on the individual indices we obtain the same results.
We also have conducted similar cross-section regression analysis for C coefficients that are obtained from the LMSW regressions, which account for overall market effect in return and volume. Panel B of Table 6 shows that C is inversely related to insider trading laws enforcement, efficiency of the judicial system, quality of the accounting standards, and positively related to the risk of expropriation, as indicated by the individual regressions. When one performs the cross-sectional regression of C on all of the above indices, the efficiency index of the judicial system and the index of the quality of the accounting standards lose their explanatory power. However, coefficients that explain dependence of C on the dummy variable for the insider trading laws enforcement and the index for risk of expropriation remain highly significant. An interesting result from Table 6 is that the risk of expropriation is strongly positively related to C . The higher the risk of expropriation the more likely there will be higher level of speculative trading. Notice that the risk of expropriation index has the highest adjusted R-square value and t-statistics in the individual regressions as well as the highest tstatistics in the joint regression. We further explore the relationship across countries between private information trading and the protection of the shareholder rights. We perform regression of the C 2 coefficients for the 977 stocks in our sample on a series of variables designed to capture the degree of investor rights protection across countries. In particular, we include the variables from Here we describe the variables briefly. The dummy variable labeled "One Share-One Vote" equals one if the company law or the commercial code of the country requires that the ordinary shares carry one vote per share. The "Shares Not Blocked Before Meeting" dummy variable equals one if the company law or the commercial code does not allow firms to require that shareholders deposit their shares prior to a general shareholders' meeting and zero otherwise. The "Cumulative Voting/ Proportional Representation" dummy variable equals one if the company law or commercial code allows shareholders to cast all their votes for one candidate standing for election to the board of directors (cumulative voting) or if there is a mechanism of proportional representation in the board by which the minority shareholders may appoint a proportional number of directors to the board. The "Oppressed Minority Mechanism" variable equals one if the company code or commercial code grants minority shareholders either a judicial venue to challenge the decisions of management or the assembly or the right to step out of the company by requiring that the company purchases their shares when they object to certain fundamental changes in capital or in the articles of incorporation. Minority shareholders are defined as those who own 10 percent of share capital or less. The variable "Preemptive Rights to Issue" equals one if the company law or commercial code grants shareholders the first opportunity to buy new shares of stock, and this right can be waived only by a shareholders' vote. The variable "Percentage of Share Capital to Call an Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting" records the percentage of ownership of share capital that entitles a shareholder to call extraordinary shareholders' meeting; it ranges from 1 to 33%. The "Concentrated Ownership" variable equals the mean ownership of the three largest investors in each of the 10 larges non-financial domestic firms. The data for the latter is obtained from Table 7 in LaPorta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998).
regression of C obtained from LMSW regression when overall market effect is removed.
Notice that all of the coefficients in the individual regressions are significant at the 5% level in Panel A of Table 7.   2 The "one share-one vote" variable is inversely related to C . This implies that the presence of the one share-one vote rule is associated with a lower degree of private information trading. The "shares not blocked before meeting" variable is positively related to C .
Intuitively, when shares are not blocked before the shareholders' meeting they can be sold for a number of days before the meeting takes place, thus speculative trading will be high. The "cumulative voting/ proportional representation" dummy variable is positively related to C .
Thus, where an arrangement allowing shareholders to cast all their votes for one candidate standing for election to the board of directors or a mechanism allowing for proportional representation in the board is in place, one may expect higher level of private information trading. Intuitively, if the minority interest may name a proportional number of directors to the board or cumulatively vote for a single candidate, there will be more interest in acquiring shares to vote for a particular candidate. The "oppressed minority mechanism" variable is inversely related to C . The intuition is that the mechanism for protection of oppressed minority interest allows the latter to dispute the decisions of the management or the assembly.
Therefore, there will be less incentive for insiders to acquire more voting power. The variable "preemptive rights to issue" is positively related to C . This is intuitive because stocks, which grant preemptive issues, give shareholders the first opportunity to buy new shares of stock, by amplifying the extent of insider trading. Percentage of share capital to call extraordinary shareholders' meeting is positively related to C . The higher probability that meeting will be called, the higher chance that insiders start trading on information they possess before the meeting. Finally, "concentrated ownership" variable is positively related to C . This is very natural that higher degree of ownership concentration gives rise to more informational trading. The estimates a from the cross-sectional regression (9) do not change their sign irrespective of whether we run the regression on individual proxies or on the whole set of proxies. All indicators, except for the "preemptive rights to issue", are statistically significant and preserve their signs in the individual regressions in Panel B. However, the "preemptive 
where is the country dummy, log( is the log of company's market capitalization in US dollars. Table 8 reports results of regression (9). In regression I, dependent variable is coefficient from the plain vanilla LMSW regression. In regression II, dependent variable is coefficient obtained from the LMSW regression, in which we correct for systematic market component. We obtain statistically significant inverse relationship between average log market cap and the coefficients C in both cases. Thus, the intensity of speculative trading is higher for public companies with smaller average log market cap. Note that this finding is in line with the original results of Llorente, Michaely, Saar and Wang (2001) who find that smaller capitalization stocks exhibit more informational trading than the higher capitalization stocks.
Conclusion
This paper measures the intensity of private information trading by examining the dynamic relation between return and volume of individual stocks in Russia and other emerging markets.
In a simple model in which investors trade to share risk or speculate on private information, Llorente, Michaely, Saar, and Wang (2001) show that returns generated by risk-sharing trades tend to reverse themselves while returns generated by speculative trades tend to continue themselves. We apply this theoretical framework to measure the intensity of private information trading for individual stocks traded in Russia and other emerging markets. We have made several contributions to the literature. First, our study has integrated the event study methodology (see for example, Bailey and Mao (2001) , Bhattacharya, Daouk, Jorgenson, and Kehr (2000) ) with that of LMSW. As a result, we can focus on those event dates with high trading volume and examine their return autocorrelation patterns. Second, we have related measures of speculative trading to country legal environment and find the degree of private information trading reflect a country's overall legal and risk environment.
Our empirical study has found some strong evidence of speculative trading in emerging markets. Using corporate announcement data from Russia, we discover that the speculative trading is especially strong around major corporate event dates. We also find speculative trading in Russian stocks are to some extent related to poor corporate governance. In addition, we find stocks in countries that enforce insider trading law and provide better investor protection exhibit less return continuation following high volume days. Moreover, intense private information trading also reflects high degree of expropriation risk and poor minority shareholder protection. Thus, the intensity of speculative trading could be used as a possible measure of "information asymmetry" for ranking emerging market stocks.
However, there are several possible caveats for it to be used as a general measure for ranking emerging market stocks. First, since this measure is based on historical data, it is by nature an ex post measure of "information asymmetry" against uninformed investors. There is no guarantee that this "information asymmetry" will persist in the future. This is especially the case if investors may use it to avoid stocks that have a high degree of "information asymmetry". This may cause corporate insiders to change their behavior in order to attract liquidity traders or uninformed investors. Second, private information trading may happen infrequently and it may have different levels of adverse effect on uninformed investors. As a result, it might be difficult for an econometrician to detect this infrequent private information trading. Moreover, while we provide some measure for the intensity of "information asymmetry", it is not a direct measure of financial loss likely to be incurred by uninformed investors.
There are many issues that remain to be examined. First, as a measure of "information asymmetry" for emerging market stocks, we like to know whether this measure is persistent.
Given the fact that insiders face little risk of prosecution in many emerging markets, we conjecture that they may continue to exploit their information advantage by trading against uninformed investors. Thus, return continuation upon high trading volume will persist and will be reflected in our measure. As a result, we conjecture that C could provide an ex post as well 2 as ex ante measure of information asymmetry against uninformed investors. However, we need to confirm this intuition with more empirical work. Second, it is interesting to know how our measure of "information asymmetry" is related to the cost of capital. Presumably, uninformed investors may stay away from stocks in which others have a distinct information advantage.
This may increase cost of capital as discovered in the case of insider trading by Bhattacharya and Daouk (2002) . Third, if there exists information asymmetry and it is persistent in emerging markets, how this would affect investment strategies of uninformed (or poorly informed) global investors is certainly an important issue. We leave these issues for further study in the future.
Table 1a. Regression I (LMSW), RTS sample
The ** -significant at 5 %, * -significant at 10 % We define daily return as a continuously compounded return. We define daily trading volume as daily logturnover minus 20-day moving average. Daily turnover is defined as number of shares traded daily divided over number of shares outstanding. Data comes from Russian Trading System Website, except Gasprom. Gasprom data is taken from AKM agency, Russia. Note. ** -significant at 5 %, * -significant at 10 % We define market return as a daily continuously compounded daily return of Russian Trading System Interfax Index (RTSI). RTSI index is computed on a value-weighted index. We compute market volume as value-weighted average of individual stocks' market volumes. We assign weights based on a market cap share of the particular company. 
where i stands for the indices of the companies in the corresponding country in the sample Country Note. Fraction of positive C coefficients (column 3) and fraction of significant at 5% level coefficients (column 4) is reported in percentage points. Number of stocks robust to MA specification (column 6) indicates the number of stocks that do not change sign of C coefficient under alternative specifications of turnover. 
where i stands for the index of the corresponding stock in the sample Note. ** -significant at 5 %, * -significant at 10 % c t i D , is a dummy variable with value 1 for period around the corporate events described in Table 2 , and 0 otherwise. The dummy variable takes value 1 in the event window, which we define to be 10 days prior the announcement date, time between the announcement and effective date of the corporate event, and 10 days after the corporate event took place. 
where i stands for the index of the corresponding stock in the sample Table 3 . Market return and volume market are defined as in Table 2 . Note. is a dummy variable with value 1 for the period following the introduction of ADR for the corresponding company and 0 otherwise. Note that if we have both common and preferred class of shares for some stock, but ADRs introduced only for either of them, we still perform LMSW regression analysis for both classes of shares following the introduction of either common or preferred ADRs. We estimate regression for a subsample after ADRs for corresponding companies were introduced. Note 1. ** -significant at 5 %, * -significant at 10 % Note 2. Panel A records the cross-sectional regressions of the C coefficients from the LMSW model on four indices: the existence and enforcement of insider trading laws (value 1 if at least one prosecution based on these laws has been carried out), the efficiency of the judicial system, the risk of expropriation, and the quality of the accounting standards. The reported t-statistics are based on the White heteroscedasticity consistent standard errors. The coefficients C used in Panel A are those obtained from the LMSW regression specification as in Table 1b . Panel B records the cross-sectional regressions of the C coefficients from the LMSW model on the same four indices. The coefficients C used in Panel B are those obtained from the LMSW regression specification in Table 2b (i.e. with a correction for market component). T-statistics for regression coefficients is reported in parenthesis below the coefficients. The regressions are performed using the entire sample of company data from 09/01/1995 to 11/01/2001. The values of the above indices are obtained from Table V from LaPorta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998) , except for the insider trading laws enforcement index, which is obtained from Bhattacharya and Daouk (2002 Note. ** -significant at 5 %, * -significant at 10 % The values for the independent variables are obtained from Tables 2 and 7 in LaPorta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998). Reported t-statistics (in parentheses) are based on White heteroscedasticity consistent standard errors. Note. ** -significant at 5 %, * -significant at 10 % The values for the independent variables are obtained from Table 2 in LaPorta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998). Reported t-statistics (in parentheses) are based on White heteroscedasticity consistent standard errors. Note. Gasprom is traded on Moscow Stock Exchange. The RTS weights are from the Brunswick UBS Warburg Russian Equity Guide. Mean and standard deviation of daily returns and turnover are reported in percentage points. Note. There are only eight ADRs introduced for corresponding securities so far. ADR/Shares Ratios are computed on 12/31/00. Here and thereafter com. stands for class of common shares and pfd stands for class of preferred shares. When we do not explicitly indicate common or preferred class of shares, we mean common class of shares Investama. The latter has been excluded due to the fact that on multiple occasions its number of shares traded exceeded the total number of shares outstanding. However, the latter does not change our analysis because we have demeaned the series by a 20-day moving average before performing the regression analysis. Thus we report in our regression analysis results for that company too. For similar reasons, the above reported descriptive statistics for Turkey exclude the companies Unye Cimento, Tansas, and Vestel. However, we report in our regression analysis results for these three companies too. 
